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Until recently, such phenomena as the volatility of weather systems, the fluctuation of the shock

market, or the random firing of neurons in the brain were considered too "noisy" and complex to be

probed by science. But now, with the aid of high-speed computers, scientists have been able to

penetrate a reality that is changing the way we perceive the universe. Their findings -- the basis for

chaos theory -- represent one of the most exciting scientific pursuits of our time. No better

introduction to this find could be found than John Briggs and F. David Peat's Turbulent Mirror.

Together, they explore the many faces of chaos and reveal how its law direct most of the processes

of everyday life and how it appears that everything in the universe is interconnected -- discovering

an "emerging science of wholeness." Turbulent Mirror introduces us to the scientists involved in

study this endlessly strange field; to the theories that are turning our perception of the world on its

head; and to the discoveries in mathematics, biology, and physics that are heralding a revolution

more profound than the one responsible for producing the atomic bomb. With practical applications

ranging from the control of traffic flow and the development of artifical intelligence to the treatment of

heart attacks and schizophrenia, chaos promises to be an increasingly rewarding area of inquiry --

of interest to everyone.
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Very well thought out survey of chaos theory presents a metaphorical mirror as a means to magnify

and project into view the hidden world of turbulence. The advent of the computer has brought chaos

and fractals out of the closet. Here the authors teach the reader how to navigate in the turbulent



world from the submicroscopic realms to the distant galaxies. The authors dish up a huge concept

list: fractal dimensions, strange attractors, holograms, soliton bubbles, bifurcation, quantum phase

locking, coevolution of species and the earth as Gaia -- all in an attempt to teach the reader the folly

of allowing the part/whole dichotomy to rule your perception of the universe.The book is a stark

attack on those the authors term reductionists -- those who seek answers in breaking the whole into

ever smaller parts. The authors' pet writers are David Bohm, Lynn Margulis, and Llya Prigogine but

they toss in another hundred ideas for irregular stepping stones to get where they are going. Where

is that? They composed an evangelical message -- that man now has the tools and knowledge to

step through Alice's Looking Glass into an entirely new and mystical perception of the whole. They

see chaos as a source of future evolution and life.I give the authors a high mark for original thought.

Although using a hundred other science writers to frame their ideas, they direct the reader to go

beyond existing theories and strike a path for the center of the turbulent mirror. The diagrams and

illustrations also were very helpful. They pictured the brain as a strange attractor, with thought

arbitrating between the two realms of order and chaos.
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